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Cleveland Wheelers at the Tour de Yorkshire Launch 

 

 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Ross Turner would like to wish nanna (Margaret Turner) a very happy 80th 
birthday on the 18th of March, love Ross Turner and congratulations from the 
Cleveland Wheelers 

 
NEWS AND DATES 

Youth Training every Monday at the cycle circuit 6 to 7.30pm cost £2.50 

 

Steady Group Club Rides roll out from Great Ayton Tourist Information Car 

Park at 10am on Saturdays and Sundays. Rides are between 25-35 miles at a 
pace of 14-15mph. 

 

Cleveland Wheelers open events dates 2016 
 

13th March.  Hilly 21.  09.00am. T211 

26th June.  25 mile TT.   08.00am. T251 

31st July.  25 mountain TT.  09.00am. T256 
18th Sept.  10 TT.    09.00am  T101 

02nd Oct.  HC. 10.00.   Clay Bank. 

To be announced. Mike Binks RR 
 

Cleveland Wheelers challenge rides 

 
20th March.  Northallerton 50 in 4. 09.00. Marton shops 

22nd May. Mountain challenges! 09.00. Ayton tourist info car park 

2nd July.  TDF. 09.30. Harrogate fire station, sat night out 

17th July.  100 in 8. 09.00. Marton shops 
20th Aug.  Rough stuff / new route / Saturday/ 10.00 Dudley Arms, 

Ingleby Greenhow 

25th Sept.  Castleton 50 in 4. 09.00. Start outside Prissick sports village. 
 

Cleveland Wheelers Themed rides 

Sat 12th March. Single gear ride. 10.30 am. Ayton tourist info car park 

Sun 8th May.  Carry on up the caper! 09.30. Ayton tourist info car park 
Fri. 24th June. Nocturne. 10.30pm. Ayton tourist info car park 

Sat. 6th August. Retro ride. 10.30am. Stokesley town hall. 

Sun. 30th Oct.  Freewheeling. 11am. Ingleby Greenhow hill top 
 

Other dates if interest. 

29th March. Tuesday night training rides begin / BST 
29th April to 1st May. Tour de Yorkshire 

 



Cleveland Wheelers Evening Series 2016 

The dates for the 2016 edition of the Evening Series are given below. The 
format is the same as it has been for the last couple of years. There's a series of 

time trials based at Seamer with weeks 9 and 10 being joint events with 

Stockton Wheelers. Week 17 is a fun 2 Up event. At the end of the summer  

the action moves to Clay Bank for a short series of hill climbs 
 

Week   Date   Event   Notes 

1   21 April  1 lap TT 
2   28 April   1 lap TT 

3   5 May   2 laps TT 

4   12 May  1 lap TT 
5   19 May  1 lap TT 

6   26 May  1 lap TT 

7   2 June   2 laps TT 

8   9 June  1 lap TT 
9   16 June  1 lap TT  Joint at Seamer  

23 June No event  

10   30 June    Joint at Stockton 
11   7 July   2 laps TT 

12   14 July   1 lap TT 

13   21 July   1 lap TT 
14  28 July   1 lap TT 

15   4 August  2 laps TT 

16   11 August  1 lap TT 

17   18 August  1 lap TT,  2 up 
18   25 August  HC 

19   1 September  HC 

20   8 September  HC 
21   15 September  HC 

 

Did you know that Cleveland Wheelers members can obtain discounted 

membership to CTC? This membership costs just £24 a year and carries 
almost all the same benefits as the full priced membership costing over £40. 

 

The affiliate membership does not include access to the CTC Legal Services. 
This means that if you want to bring a claim against someone you must use 

your own claims lawyers. It does still include their personal liability cover so 

that you are insured for claims that may be brought against yourself. 
 

 



League 2000 

This year is the 20
th
 series of the League 2000. The series was started as there 

were very few races for youths in the North East and myself, Norman Bielby 

and Dennis Punshon decided it was time to act. We approached Redcar and 

Cleveland about hiring the Motorsports Park at South Bank and the rest is, as 

they say history. 
This year’s series starts on April 18

th
 at 6.30pm 

 

April   18   25 
May     9  23 

June     6   13   20 

July    4   18 
August    1   15   22 

 

Daniel Thompson has been regularly riding Cyclo Cross for the club during 

the year. Our Under 8 member finished 9
th

 overall in the CXNE U10/U8 
league. Chairman Mike Cole also rode a couple of rounds finishing 52

nd
 in the 

50+ category (out of 96). Paul Matthews was 33
rd

 overall in the NECCL 

Premier League. 
 

Best wishes to Stewart Tanfield as he continues to make progress at James 

Cook Hospital following his accident descending Ingleby Bank. Stewart is in 
the Spinal Injuries section and the thoughts of all his fellow club members are 

with him. 

 

PRIZE PRESENTATION 
 

70+ members attended this year’s prize presentation held at Saltburn 
Community Hall. Organised by Marcus Smith and a small team of assistants 

the night was a great success. A slightly different format in that the trophies 

were handed out before the meal, Club Founder member Dennis Punshon 

doing the honours. Julie McNicholas was the deserving recipient of the Mike 
Binks Salver with her work as a ride leader and taking on the role of Club 

Welfare Officer. 

 

SIX OF THE BEST - MY FAVOURITE CYCLING REFUELS OF 

2015. 
John Main 

 

Last week I had my most enjoyable cycling-related refuel of the year, 

prompting me to look back over the year and pick my favourites. I might have 



kept this to myself but it’s too wet and miserable outside to contemplate actual 

cycling and there’s always a space for witty and interesting articles on the 
Wheelers’ website. 

 

I try not to eat more than is needed when out on the bike, and have a particular 

bias against gels and pseudoscientific energy bars, most of which are 
expensive quackery, at least at the level of the average club cyclist. For longer 

rides I rely on a fatty and sugary breakfast (usually cheese sandwich then jam 

sandwich - because fat in your stomach slows down the absorption of 
everything else so you can go longer before first refuel). If I’m going out for 

more than 2 and a half hours, I carry some tablet (Suggett’s in Great Ayton is 

cheap and good) and if it’s hot (so about 6 rides a year in N Yorks), some 
Ribena.  

 

But sometimes it’s nice, or necessary, to have something different. My 

memorable refuels in 2015 were due to a combination of circumstances - the 
taste, the location, and my mental and physical state at the time. Each refuel is 

scored out of 5 for each of those three categories.  

 
6. Mincemeat pie, Cinnamon Twist, Helmsley, 23rd Dec. 

Taste 5, Location 2, Need 0. 

Cinnamon Twist is a little bakery in Helmsley, very conveniently situated on 
the road on the way back to Chop Gate. They have the most stunning array of 

cakes and their delicious Xmas mincemeat pie was just about the smallest, 

least mouth-watering cake on display. It goes down as a memorable stop 

because somehow that was only the second time I’ve succumbed to their 
temptations all year. Admittedly this is largely because they are shut on a 

Sunday, the day I’m most likely to be passing on a bike.  

Give yourself a treat in 2016, earn a Cinnamon Twist cake. To maintain 
neutral calorie balance that’ll be at least 35 hilly miles across the Moors before 

you get to Helmsley. It isn’t a coffee shop, but there are two seats outside - sit 

down breaks are for wimps in 2016.  A big cake and the homeward climb out 

of Helmsley aren’t a great combo so it might be worth picking something that 
you can stuff in your pock-et, blasting to the top of Newgate bank, then 

pigging out and strolling home. Or just eat at the shop and weave gently up the 

hill……. 
 

5. Gourmet mini-Yorkshire puds, a car park in W Yorks, 3rd May. 

Taste 4, Location 0, Need 4. 
80 miles or so into the rain swept Tour de Yorkshire Sportive was a food stop 

sponsored by Maserati and provided by a local Michelin-starred chef. It’s all a 



bit of a blur now but I was hungry and tired and the waitress-served mini 

Yorkshire-puds were gorgeous. I had two or three more than I should which 
probably added five minutes to my finishing time - ten seconds to wolf them 

down, and half an hour cycling at 85% to make sure they stayed down. 

 

4. Bananas, Tan Hill Inn, 17th May. 
Taste 3, Location 4, Need 5. 

The Tan Hill Inn is famously the highest pub in England, which of course 

means all routes to it are uphill.  It should also be famous for its freak weather, 
whereby all routes to the Inn are not only uphill but also into the wind. The 

winds for the 2015 Etape du Dales were unusually strong, and the familiar 

slog up to the Inn was more a battle just to stay on the bike and keep the 
pedals turning. That climb is the third of seven on the Etape route, and comes 

after about 50 miles out of 112. My normal strategy is to take it easy until after 

Tan Hill, so try to arrive there still pretty fresh. In 2015 it was just an 

achievement to get there, get off the bike for a few minutes and stuff down 
whatever was available. I think it was bananas and I might even have been 

knackered enough to have had one of the energy bars on offer. 

 
3. Tablet, Bollihope Common, 8th August 

Taste 3, Location 5, Need 10 

Bollihope Common is the high ground between Teesdale and Weardale. It was 
the last climb in the Velo 29 Tour of the Pennines sportive in August. It was 

my second visit to this particular climb in 2015, the first being in April as part 

of the horrific Teesdale Mountain Time Trial. On that occasion, with the help 

of the wind, the de-scent of Bollihope was at 40mph plus, which I found a 
little scary on TT bars. But the 10 miles to Barney castle certainly flew by. So 

in August, as I laboured up the last couple of miles to Bollihope summit, I was 

thinking that once I got to the top it would be an effortless and rapid finish to 
Barney. Hoping to beat 5 hours, I kept nothing in reserve on the climb. I also 

didn’t eat, because for most of the way I was sharing the work with another 

rider, and as it was into a bit of a headwind I didn’t want to slow down and 

drop off to eat. 
Coming over the top it became instantly clear that the bulk of Bollihope had 

been sheltering us from the full force of the wind. It was a beautiful warm blue 

sky day but with a very un-summery wind. Instead of   virtually free-wheeling 
at 30mph or more,  at maximum effort I was doing 16 or 17 mph. Five hours 

was clearly out the window, I was quickly dropped, and mentally and 

physically knackered - gripped by the dreaded bonk. Several large chunks of 
Suggitt’s tablet came to the rescue and over the next few minutes my brain and 

legs, started working again. I wasn’t going any faster despite the gradient, but 



the rider in front wasn’t gaining on me at all - it was the wind, not me. But 

even despite the tablet, it was a long 10 miles to the finish. I must have looked 
even worse than I felt because they sent me for a free massage! 

 

2.  Pizza and ice cold lager, La Grave, 11th September 

Taste 4, Location 5, Need 4. 
Some of you will be familiar with the beautiful but busy road from Bourg 

d’Oisans, at the foot of Alpe d’Huez, up to the col du Lauteret and then either 

even more up to the col du Galibier, or down to Briancon. Having arranged a 
four day stay in the village of La Grave, halfway along this road, I was 

looking forward to some epic cycling. However, early in 2015 that road was 

blocked by a landslide, is still blocked, and will be so until at least July 2016. 
That didn’t interfere with my first planned cycle - arriving from the Maurienne 

valley, over the Galibier, and down to La Grave. But Bourg d’Oisans and Alpe 

d’Huez were now over 100 miles away by road so that part of the plan looked 

a goner. Except……they’d put on a ferry for cyclists and pedestrian workers! 
The land slide was on the edge of a small lake, and at peak times of the day 

(7.30 to 10, 12 to 2, 4 to 6) two small motor boats whizzed up and down the 

lake, each able to carry a few bikes and a dozen or so pedestrians. For free. 
Which made a perfect days cycling possible - free wheel down to the ferry, 

round the Balcon d’Oisans, up Alpe d’Huez, across to the col du Sarenne, 

back down to the ferry, and then the long slog up the deserted road to the 
Galibier. It was a glorious late summer day and by the time I got back to La 

Grave all my Ribena was gone and I was very thirsty and a little hungry. 

Before going on to the top of the Galibier, a significant refuel was necessary. 

La Grave is a sleepy little town at the  
 

best of times, but in September, on the road to nowhere, it was virtually 

deserted. Fortunately, a little pizza and pasta restaurant was open. I sat on the 
sun baked terrace right under the majestic glaciers of La Meije (unfortunately 

getting less majestic by the year), and tucked into pizza and ice cold lager.  

The final few empty (the road, not me - it was a big pizza) uphill miles to the 

Lauteret were entirely painless (me, not the road - it was a big beer).  The 
steeper climb to the Galibier was breath-taking as much for the scenery as the 

effort (except for the last, properly steep kilometre). And then the glorious 40 

minute freewheel back to cycle heaven - the Hotel Edelweiss in la Grave 
which is very comfortable, serves great food, has an excellent wine list, and its 

own cycle workshop! The only problem for most Cleveland Wheelers might 

be the language barrier, as it is run by a Scotsman. 
 

1. Pocket re-warmed Xmas pud, Ralph’s cross, 27th December. 



 Taste 5, Location 5, Need 3. 

And finally, 2015s winner and the inspiration for this list. The Sunday after 
Xmas was a glorious day - horribly unseasonal, but sunny, not frosty, not 

windy, and dry roads. A perfect day to do a traditional summer circuit - down 

Bilsdale to Helmsley, along to Kirbymoorside and back over Blakey. I was 

more tired than planned by the time I got to Ralph’s cross, having been passed 
on the way up by one of those skinny youngsters all in black (you know the 

type), but not at such a pace as to just let him go.  There was never any risk of 

catching him but you can see people a long way ahead on Blakey, and it was 
good motivation. So I was more than ready for the cy-cling culinary delight of 

2015, a fat slice of leftover Xmas pudding. High quality Xmas pudding needs 

suet, and when it is cold it is dotted with little globules of fat. But this slice 
had been in my pocket, warmed by my sweaty back and the low winter sun, 

and the globules had melted into the pud, making it succulent and delicious.  

And of course the view from there is great on a sunny day, and even the 

thought of getting out of Castleton didn’t spoil it. Wouldn’t recommend it all 
the year round though. 

 

CYCLING IN GOVERNMENT 
 

According to Highways England in their recently published Cycling Strategy  

The strategy is about a desire for walking and cycling to become the norm for 
short journeys. Cycling should be seen ... as a normal activity that people can 

undertake while wearing normal clothes and on an affordable bicycle. 

 

The benefits of increasing cycling investment has many advantages over other 
types of transport, especially its environmental benefits; it causes negligible 

climate change, air pollution and noise. Increased levels of cycling can deliver 

a wide range of benefits to society, the economy and the environment. 
 

Increase mobility of the nation’s poorest families by 25% 

Cycling saves a third of road space compared to driving, helping to cut 

congestion 
Danish levels of cycling in the UK would save the NHS £17 billion within 20 

years 

Shifting just 10% of journeys from car to bike would reduce air pollution and 
save 400 productive life years 

Bike lanes can increase retail sales by a quarter 

Bike parking takes up 8 times less space than cars, helping to free up space 
Source: Benefits of Investing in Cycling, Dr Rachel Aldred, British Cycling in 

association with Leigh Day (2014) 



MY CYCLING JOURNEY 

Steve Tilly 
 

My cycling journey has been somewhat stop-start. As a kid (up to 18) I was 

never off a bike, going through a variety of single-speeds until I graduated to 

my first bike with gears, a Sturmey Archer equipped Raleigh Chopper. After 
that it was my first "racer", at age about 14, the first bike on which I started to 

get proper miles in. We used to ride out to the coast at Seaham, or down to 

Sedgefield, and it felt like it was miles & miles. The Seaham round trip is only 
25 miles, barely a warm up these days, just over an hour's riding. Back then it 

was probably a day-trip, especially with a bit of rock-pooling and bag of chips 

thrown in at the coast. And being the era that it was, all our mams knew of it 
was then we were "out playing on our bikes", but quite where we were they 

had no idea. 

 

Biking ended when I started Uni and then work. Five-a-side and badminton 
took over, until snapped knee ligaments put paid to that. A few years inactivity 

followed and this coupled with the comforts of home life afforded by marriage 

led to quite a ballooning in weight. Catching sight of my looming bulk on a 
friend's home video made me realise something had to be done, so the old 

schoolboy racer was got down out of the attic (thankfully I was no taller than 

when I last rode it) and I started commuting to work (2 miles each way).  
 

A new-starter at work was also interested in getting out on his bike so we 

started bi-weekly evening outings from Darlo to Barnard Castle and back, 

with a pint at the half way point. Eventually this developed into full blown 
circuits around Shildon, West Auckland and Staindrop, even skipping the pint. 

Serious riding. 

 
One day in the early 90s a new lad turned up at work with a new style of bike. 

He called it a "mountain bike" and told us of the type of riding you did on it. It 

sounded very interesting, so off I went to Caygill's in Richmond to have a look 

for one, and Arthur very obligingly kitted me out with a fully rigid (that's all 
there was back then) Ridgeback 605 with 21-speed thumb shift gearing. A big 

step up from the10-speed tube mounted gears on the "racer". 

 
Several years of surprisingly accident-free mountain biking ensued. We used 

to do the North Yorks Moors, Guisborough Woods, Hamsterley, Keilder, all 

the places that are oh so popular these days. In all our days out we never saw 
another mountain biker, it seems we were the trendsetters of the day. Then one 

day that lad turned up with "a suspension fork". Oh how we laughed. We all 



had a quick spin on it, declared that it would never catch on, and continued on 

our rigids. Unfortunately the company closed down just a few months later, 
we all moved on, and after that I had no one left to ride with, though Mrs Tilly 

used to accompany me on canal towpaths, Hamsterley blue route and a 

particularly nice holiday cycling around Norfolk. But I yearned for more 

strenuous stuff. 
 

The uptake of the Internet provided the opportunity. I found online a local 

mountain biking group, Muddybums, which contained another future 
Wheelers member, Darren Thompson. I went out with them midweek and 

weekends on the Giant hard tail I bought from Bike Traks (now NRG) in 

Great Ayton. I soon got the bug back and progressed from the entry level Giant 
to a Scott Spark 15 from Westbrook's and then a Specialized Stumpjumper 

FSR from Bikescene. I was never one for the N+1 formula, or rather the wife 

and lack of space dictated it, so every bike coming in meant one going out, but 

every bike bar the schoolboy "racer" is still known to me and still in working 
order. 

 

The Muddybum group grew to eventually include Anth Moy and Neil Walker, 
who are now also very active Wheelers members. It got to the point where it 

was often just the three of us doing our own thing, covering just about every 

trail on the North Yorks Moors and spending countless hours hunting down 
new trails that we'd see sneaky photos or videos of on other people's sites. I 

couldn't imagine anything better; in spite of the growing accident count and 

alarming number of DIY facial reconstructions. Then one day in 2012 Neil 

announced he was getting a road bike. Oh how we laughed... 
 

A couple of months later (May) and I'm out on a road bike ride with him. We 

encounter a large(ish) (maybe 8, a big turnout for the club run back then) 
group of riders in Rosedale Abbey, largely wearing matching kit, though one 

was in Godley's colours and one in Sky FTK. This was "The Cleveland 

Wheelers", our first encounter with a cycling club. We took separate roads out 

of Rosedale, Neil and me went up the Chimney (I don't think I cleaned it) and 
they went another way. Eventually we found ourselves at Ralph's Cross on the 

way home, and there down the Westerdale Road, in the middle distance, was 

The Cleveland Wheelers. The race was on. We tore down Westerdale and 
eventually passed the Wheelers on the climb out of Hob Hole. This obviously 

spurred them on again, and the 3 fitter lads amongst them (who turned out to 

be Kirton, Christon & Tate) passed us on the climb and raced us to the 
junction with the Kildale road (they won). We had a chat with them there and 

a week or so later I was a Wheeler, and have been so ever since. I was talked 



into going to the AGM by Kirton & Christon to back their kit-change agenda 

and somehow wound up on the committee. 2 years later I'm secretary. 
 

These days, as well as being club sec, I organise the open hill climb, help run 

the evening series for 5 of its weeks, help out at League 2000 as much as I 

can, help run the website, enter a variety of local TTs and "engender good 
working relations" with our local rivals (I go drinking with Stockton's club sec 

- a tough job, but someone has to do it). 

I must have "mug" stamped on my forehead, but I wouldn't have it any other 
way. 

 

TOUR DE YORKSHIRE 
Steve Binks 

 

In early December I received a telephone call from a colleague at work asking 

if I was involved with the Cleveland Wheelers. That colleague was 
Middlesbrough Council’s press officer and he had said that he had been 

specifically asked if any members of the club could attend the launch of the 

2016 Tour de Yorkshire at Otley.  
 

It was no secret that Middlesbrough had been announced as a stage town 

however as yet the route was unknown. A couple of Facebook messages and 
emails the chosen three were Chris Scott, Anthony Moy and myself. The 

request was that we wore club colours if possible. We were to be part of the 

Middlesbrough contingent which included three Council officers and pupils 

from Park End Primary School. 
 

On the day of the launch I picked up Anthony and Chris and we headed to 

Otley. We made good time and arrived early. The venue was the Old 
Courthouse. The launch was conducted by Sir Gary Verity, who since October 

2008, has been Chief Executive of Welcome to Yorkshire. He led the 

successful campaign for the Grand Départ of the 2014 Tour de France to be 

held in Yorkshire. 
 

A short video of the inaugural TdY was shown then a number of introductions 

took place. Those attending included famous Yorkshire folk Brian Robinson 
the first Briton to finish the Tour de France and the first to win a Tour stage. 

The Downing brothers, who most of you will be aware of, Malcolm Elliot, 

whose palmares include includes three stages and the points classification in 
the Vuelta a España and Christian Prudhomme (not a Yorkshireman), general 

director of the Tour de France since 2007. 



 

 The route was then announced stage by stage. The first commencing in 
Beverley and heading to Settle, Stage two from Otley to Doncaster and then 

stage three Middlesbrough to Scarborough on Sunday May 1
st
. The stage 

being the King stage taking in 6 major climbs. 

 
A question and answer session took place followed by photo sessions which 

included myself and Anthony Moy. We were also interviewed by Tyne Tees 

and Heart Radio. 
 

Since the launch the club have been working closely with the Council in 

organising events culminating in Town Centre races on May 2
nd

. The circuit is 
based around Centre Square and Corporation Road. 

 

CYCLING BITS 

The first documented cycling race was a 1,200 metre race held on May 31, 
1868 at the Park of Saint-Cloud, Paris. It was won by expatriate Englishman 

James Moore who rode a bicycle with solid rubber tires. The first cycle race 

covering a distance between two cities was Paris–Rouen, also won by James 
Moore, who rode the 123 kilometres dividing both cities in 10 hours and 40 

minutes.  

The oldest established bicycle racing club in the United States is the St. Louis 
Cycling Club. Operating continuously since 1887 the club has sponsored races 

and timed distance events since its inception. Its members have included 

numerous national champions and Olympic team members. 

 
People have been riding bicycles to work since the initial bicycle heyday of 

the 1890s. According to the website Bike to Work, this practice continued in 

the United States until the 1920s, when biking experienced sharp drop in part 
due to the growth of suburbs and the popularity of the car. In Europe, cycling 

to work continued to be common until the end of the 1950s. 

 

Cycling as recreation became organized shortly after racing did. In its early 
days, cycling brought the sexes together in an unchaperoned way, particularly 

after the 1880s when cycling became more accessible owing to the invention 

of the Rover Safety bicycle. Public cries of alarm at the prospect of moral 
chaos arose from this and from the evolution of women’s cycling attire, which 

grew progressively less enveloping and restrictive. 

 

 

 



CHRISTMAS DAY TIME TRIAL 
A bumper crowd enjoyed the Christmas Day TT this year. Below are the    

results. 

 

1/ Harry Tanfield 20.09  2/ Richard Lilleker 22.49 
3/ Dan Smith 24.06   4/ Rob Lee 24.17 

5/ Frank Montague 24.24 6/ Steve Murphy 24.53 

7/ Stuart Tanfield 25.05  8/ Nick Smith 25.19 
9/ Richard Carter 25.29  10/ John Main 25.30 

11/ Paul Christon 25.57  12/ Mike Guymer 27.02 

13/ Colin Knapp 27.28  14/ Merion Hughes 27.31 

15/ Rob Maude 28.41  16/ Luke Jones 29.02 
17/ Shaun Joughin 29.30 18/ David Cole 29.34 

19/ Mary Anne Macleod 30.30 20/ Mike Cole 31.28 

21/ Ian Holtby 31.41  22/ John Carr 33.04 
Thanks to Bryan and Margaret Bevis for the wine and mince pies. Bill Millen 

for timing in, Pat Cole for timing out and Helen and Tatiana for number catch-

ing. 
 

Peddlers Cycles in Redcar,  

we pride ourselves on offering high quality 

bikes, cycle parts and accessories, with cycle 

service and repair to match.  

 

 
 

Tel: 01642 490135 York Road, Redcar 

 



North East Youth League  
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www.clevelandwheelers.com 

http://www.facebook.com/clevelandwheelers 

Spokesman is the official magazine of Cleveland Wheelers and is devoted to the well-

being of the club. If you have any articles or adverts that you would like including 

please contact Steve or Sherry, sb1957@virginmedia.comcom 
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Blast from the past 1977 Four Dales RR Cleveland Wheelers Keith 

Parker climbing Clay Bank in a blizzard. There was a foot of snow over 

Blakey Ridge but the race was completed. 


